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A B S T R A C T   

Uninhabited vehicles (UXVs) are becoming an important component of naval warfare, providing an entirely new 
capability. By projecting military power in a more affordable way, through the use of UXVs, exposure of human 
life to military threats should be significantly reduced. While several navies are employing UXVs for a variety of 
applications, the concept of operating a fleet of such vehicles from a mothership that supports their overall 
operations during a mission, is a further challenge. This paper describes the research conducted by University 
College London (UCL) Design Research Centre (DRC) to develop and demonstrate a relevant analytical approach 
to design a mothership supporting a fleet of UXVs. This research should provide ship designers with the basis for 
early stage assessment of the impact of the various facilities seen as appropriate to host and support a substantial 
fleet of UXVs. It is particularly focused on the Launch and Recovery (LAR) capability of the UXV mothership. The 
research explored various options to demonstrate the proposed approach, rather than producing a definitive 
mothership design solution. This was appropriate given the fact that any UXV fleet composition is hard to predict 
(since mission related) and UXV technology is rapidly developing, so both must be speculative. It was found that 
the QT tool could provide meaningful investigation into the impact of potential tasks to be undertaken by a fleet 
of UXVs, addressing the design of mission bays, which were shown to be key to USV mothership design. While 
more focused simulations could refine subsystem options, this was not pursued, given the technology is still 
developing. Consequently, at this very early stage of investigating the deployment of a fleet of USVs from surface 
ships (through case studies), queuing network theory was seen to be more appropriate than a simulation-based 
analysis for this initial exploratory and investigatory work on future naval deployment of UXVs.   

1. Introduction 

In recent years, Western navies have been attracted to the concept of 
deployment of UXVs in naval operations for a wide range of roles, 
including Communication and Navigation Network Nodes (CN3), 
detection and identification of threats, Mine Counter Measure (MCM), 
Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW), Anti- Air Warfare (AAW) and Anti- 
Surface Warfare (ASuW) (Clapper et al., 2007). Western navies are 
actively exploring the deployment of UXVs from surface ships. The 
Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) consists of a large class of surface combatant 
in the U.S. Navy that can accommodate and support a few UXVs, which 
are deployed for littoral zone operations (O’Rourke, 2016). The Type 26 
Global Combat Ship (GCS) class of multi-mission warships are being 
procured for the Royal Navy with an adaptable mission space for some 

UXV modules, providing the capability to deploy Uninhabited Air 
(UAV), Surface (USV) and Underwater (UUV) warfare vehicles/modules 
(Ministry of Defence, DE&S, 2012). In contrast to the discrete UXV 
capability of both the LCS and the Type 26, the concept of hosting, 
deploying and supporting a large fleet of UXVs (say over 50 vehicles) 
from a mother surface vessel can be seen as a new capability. Conse-
quently, there is a need to investigate the ship design implications of this 
new operational concept. 

The deployment of a fleet of UXVs in a theatre of operations requires 
the presence of a mother vessel (or several vessels) capable of trans-
porting and hosting a considerable force of UXVs, together with sup-
porting facilities. This means a design approach needs to be devised in 
order to explore at a concept level how a fleet of UXVs could drive the 
design of a mothership. The proposed approach exploits the UCL origi-
nated Design Building Block (DBB) approach to Early Stage Ship Design 
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(ESSD) (Andrews and Pawling, 2003) and combines it with an analytical 
tool, which would quantify the operations of a fleet of UXVs where the 
mothership supports the LAR of that fleet. This is seen to be a holistic, 
numerically and architecturally focused investigation of the initial 
design of such a vessel type. Studies have been undertaken using a 
recently developed UCL DBB based ship design tool informed by the 
proposed method for evaluating the LAR implications of a fleet of UXVs 
and their associated facilities, which drive the mothership designs. 

The paper firstly outlines the problem of deploying, supporting and 
retrieving a fleet of UXVs from warships, followed by the proposed 
approach to tackle the LAR demands. Thereafter, several ship design 
case studies demonstrate the proposed approach. Finally, the mother-
ship evaluation approach for the early design stages is discussed and the 
main conclusions are provided from the research. 

2. Background to UXV naval deployment 

This section considers issues raised by the deployment of a UXV fleet 
from a naval surface ship. It explores the topics of UXVs and naval ship 
design with the aim of identifying issues that are both relevant and 
feasible in investigating the deployment of a large number of naval UXVs 
from surface vessels. 

2.1. Deployment of a fleet of uninhabited vehicles in support of naval 
missions 

UXVs provide a number of potential benefits to naval operations, as 
they can act as force multipliers, while reducing the operational risks to 
which personnel might be exposed (Savitz et al., 2013). The future 
vision of naval operations involves the application of autonomous ve-
hicles that could potentially reduce personnel related costs, by reducing 
the extent of facilities on-board naval combatants required for humans 
(Canning, 2005). This would lessen humans’ exposure to tasks that are 
dirty (dealing with hazardous material), dull (long duration) and 
dangerous (exposure to hostile environment) (Alkire et al., 2010) 
(Pawling and Andrews, 2009). Additionally, removing the human from 
the vehicle can significantly reduce vehicle size and also lower its sig-
natures (Clapper et al., 2012). Advances in computer software, speed 
and processing power, improved sensor technologies, enhanced com-
munications, better image-processing capabilities, efficient and minia-
turized propulsion systems (giving longer endurance and range), make 

UXVs potentially attractive. 
Rather than deploying one or two UXVs per ship, a substantial co-

ordinated fleet of UXVs could provide an increased capability to naval 
missions, especially if supported from a mothership. Mission profiles 
would be determined by a range of appropriate Concepts of Operations 
(CONOPs), where each CONOP should define the number and types of 
UXVs required to operate in each mission theatre. The capabilities UXVs 
deliver for each mission would be driven by the needs to meet each 
selected mission scenario, which can then give the technological re-
quirements for both UXVs and support vessels (Canning, 2005). 

The operations of UXVs during a naval mission could cover all evo-
lutions, from the deployment of the vehicles to the mission theatre to 
their recovery on-board the host ship, including the required support 
while they are deployed. The off-board tasks involve the support of the 
UXVs while on-station, i.e. monitoring, identification of potential 
problems, Command and Control (C2), interpreting sensor information, 
communications and interoperation, authorisation of weapon systems 
use or other mission related activities, refuelling/recharging and 
replenishing ordnance on-station. UXV operations on-board the moth-
ership could include fault diagnosis and repair, maintenance, refuelling, 
rearming, stowage, pre-mission checks and LAR (Clapper et al., 2007) 
(Broadbent and Binns, 2006). 

A UXV mothership would provide the base for a group of UXVs in-
tegrated into an overall naval force, providing not just their stowage, 
maintenance and LAR operations, but also significantly contributing to 
C2 and communications to manage them (Braithwaite, 2013). Although, 
stowage space demands, on-board handling systems, maintenance and 
refuel equipment, and ordnance for the UXVs systems have implications 
on the design of a mothership, any successful UXV operations are likely 
to depend substantially on the capabilities of delivering and recovering 
the vehicles from the operational area (Thomsen, 2007). This would 
have a major impact on the performance, configuration and size of the 
intended mothership. 

There are numerous potential ways of deploying and retrieving UXVs 
from naval ships, including catapult launcher, crane and stern ramp. 
Issues relevant to selecting appropriate LARS for operating a fleet of 
UXVs from a surface vessel include: space allocation, appropriate LARs 
location to compensate for wave-induced motions in limiting sea state 
conditions, adequate freeboard, operational availability, deck loading, 
well-trained personnel, power needs and cost implications (Lester, 
2007). 

Nomenclature 

AAW Anti- Air Warfare 
ASW Anti-Submarine Warfare 
ASuW Anti-Surface Warfare 
AV Actual Value 
CAD Computer Aided Design 
CN3 Communication and Navigation Network Nodes 
COEA Cost and Operational Effectiveness Approach 
CONOPs Concept of Operations 
CTB Comparison to Baseline (Table 7) 
CO Commanding Officer 
CPOs Chief Petty Officers 
C2 Command and Control 
DBB Design Building Block 
DCD Damage Control Deck 
DRC Design Research Centre at UCL 
ESSD Early Stage Ship Design 
GA General Arrangement 
GCS Global Combat Ship 
JRs Junior Rates 

LAR Launch and Recovery 
LARS Launch and Recovery System 
LCS Littoral Combat Ship (US Navy) 
MCM Mine Counter Measure 
MVA Mean Value Analysis 
NTB Normalised to Baseline (Table 7) 
OPV Offshore Patrol Vessel 
OA Operational Analysis 
OR Operational Research 
POs Petty Officers 
QT Queuing Theory 
RHIB Rigid-Hulled Inflatable Boat 
UAV Uninhabited Air Vehicle 
UCL University College London 
UD Upper Deck 
UPC Unit Procurement Cost (UK MoD measure of procurement 

cost for military items) 
USV Uninhabited Surface Vehicle 
UUV Uninhabited Underwater Vehicle 
UXV Uninhabited (Air, Surface or Underwater) Vehicle 
VTUAV Vertical Take-off and Landing Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle  
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A dedicated UXV mothership should have the ability to deploy a 
range of types and sizes of UXVs, that can provide a network of inter-
connected UXVs, able to adjust to changing operational needs 
(Braithwaite, 2013). This could be achieved by providing flexible 
mission compartments on the host ship to enable it to support a wide 
range of UXV operations. 

The implications of the UXVs on a host ship design and the resultant 
interfaces between the ship and the UXVs are of vital importance, and 
hence need to be considered from the start of designing any host ship. To 
enhance safety, multi-mission capability, mission effectiveness and 
affordability, the mission-oriented spaces need to be effectively inte-
grated into the host ship’s architecture. Mothership integration issues 
include:  

• LARSs;  
• Stowage spaces and handling systems, with a lifting allowance 

required to allow for the vehicles to be handled inside the 
mission bay (Pawling and Andrews, 2013);  

• Maintenance and repair equipment;  
• Refuelling and rearming facilities;  
• Relevant crew and their accommodation needs (as part of the 

ship infrastructure)  
• Power system demands;  

•F020 Relevant communications systems (Eaton et al., 2014);  
• The capabilities of a mothership relevant to host and support a 

UXV fleet, i.e. ship performance, including speed, range, endur-
ance, seakeeping, manoeuvrability and stability. 

2.2. The challenge of deploying a fleet of uninhabited vehicles from a 
naval vessel 

Future naval capabilities may be delivered by a system composed of a 
variety of conventional, (or unconventional) vessels and uninhabited 
vehicles. Whereas, traditionally, a set of naval capabilities could be 
provided by a single unit and thus designers could focus on that design, 
the evaluation of UXV system concepts is likely to require a broader, 
more holistic approach to designing the complete system. Thus, a ship 
concept designer must trade-off model resolution for speed and flexi-
bility in methods and tools in the early stages of design. The DBB 
approach can be utilised to assess the performance of an individual 
mothership and daughter craft designs, by addressing the capability of 
the mothership to operate a fleet of UXVs. 

The DBB approach can also examine the impact the UXV fleet and the 
required facilities, sub-systems and on-board services, to support such a 
fleet, will have on the size, configuration, performance and cost of the 
resultant mothership solution. Additionally, certain ship architectural 
decisions (e.g. integration of mission oriented spaces into overall Gen-
eral Arrangement (GA)), could also affect the ability of a mothership to 
host and support such UXV fleets. 

Consideration to date of the design of a ship that would be able to 
carry and support the overall operations of a number of UXVs has been 
limited to both a specific small number of vehicles and generic CONOPs 
studies. CONOPs studies would normally provide estimates of the 
numbers and types of UXVs, required to bring distinct capabilities into a 
theatre of operations (Purton and Andrews, 2014). However, OA 
assessment that is restricted only to the study of particular CONOPs 
scenarios was not considered sufficient to inform a generic mothership 
solution. This is because such studies alone would not take into account 
any potential issues regarding the physical impact of a fleet of UXVs on 
the design of an equivalent mothership. A wider design-based approach 
could capture the overall usage of a fleet of UXVs and then integrate 
support of that fleet into the design of a mothership. 

Therefore, accommodating the above features in the ship, so it can 
deliver its primary UXV support function, was considered to be key to 
the design of UXV fleet mothership. Given the immaturity of the UXV 
fleet concept and of any appropriate systems for the LAR of such a 

sizeable number of vehicles, the physical demands on the mothership 
had to be speculative. Thus, it is not possible to currently exploit spec-
ulative ship design technologies, such those for UXVs and LARSs, given 
their rapid evolution. However, the design approach is not aimed at 
delivering definitive or absolute design solutions, appropriate to precise 
UXV technological solutions, but to provide ship designers with an 
approach able to investigate a wide range of potential and generic UXV 
systems and their supporting equipment and resources. 

Most significant decisions ought to be explored, if not all fixed, in the 
concept phase of ship design (Andrews, 2018). This was achieved in this 
investigation through the use of OA to couple CONOPs alternatives with 
considering the impact of a fleet of uninhabited assets on the design of a 
dedicated supporting vessel. Thus OA derived functional requirements 
were postulated (e.g. extent of LARSs, C2, maintenance, refuelling, 
rearming, space, etc.) to support the operations of a fleet of UXVs during 
a set of representative UXV-led missions. 

2.3. The importance of an architectural approach to ship design 

The traditional numerically based approach to naval ship design 
synthesis delays architectural modelling while focusing on the readily 
quantified aspects of speed, seakeeping, stability, strength and the 
combat system numerical demands. Thus, the initial ship sizing ends up 
largely considering the internal arrangement once an initial numerically 
balanced (gross weight and space) design has been achieved (Andrews, 
2003). Such sizing ignores the disposition of the different space re-
quirements within the overall envelope and hence is bound to limit 
exploration of design variety. The examination of key design-related 
issues, such as the integration of mission bay systems, are likely to be 
postponed to later design stages, despite the fact that most warships are 
generally not weight or space limited, but architecturally driven (Brown, 
1993). 

Andrews “inside-out” or architecturally driven approach to ESSD, 
namely the UCL DBB approach, has been summarised in Andrews (2018) 
and has become an accepted approach to ESSD (Tupper, 2013). The DBB 
approach deliberately encourages exploration of novel solutions, both at 
macro and major level, from the commencement of ship design. 
Andrews and Pawling (2006) analytically described the appropriate 
steps of using the DBB approach for the design of innovative vessels, 
such as the US Navy LCS design. The design of an innovative vessel such 
that of a UXV mothership, where large mission bays are to be integrated 
in the ship, is seen to be configurationally driven. So the DBB approach 
was proposed and adopted in the USV Mothership case studies described 
later. 

3. A novel integrated approach to UXV-Mothership system 
design 

The proposed approach combines two tools; a UCL-developed on-line 
implementation of the Design Building Block approach, and a Fortran- 
based Queuing Theory analysis tool developed by Kouriampalis (2019). 

3.1. The UCL ship design layout tool 

The use of sophisticated 3D Computer Aided Design (CAD) models 
such as that of Paramarine in the implementation of the DBB approach 
has a particular drawback. Such full design level sophisticated naval 
architectural tools can require a level of detail often inappropriate to the 
very earliest stage of requirements elucidation (Andrews, 2018). Such 
comprehensive tools demand a high learning and familiarisation over-
head for new users, such as students (Pawling et al., 2015). In order to 
address these issues, an online ship design toolset, implementing the 
DBB approach in ESSD, has been developed at UCL for 

use in ESSD teaching and research (Pawling et al., 2015). Coded in 
JavaScript, this tool uses a simplified cellular representation of the 
arrangeable space on the ship in a “2.5D” (i.e. decks) rather than fully 3D 
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approach (Link, 2016). Fig. 1 shows an example GA for a UCL study of a 
UXV capable Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV) (Pawling et al., 2017) as 
presented by this on-line tool. 

Although including basic analysis tools, such as intact stability and 
resistance and powering, the JavaScript tool was primarily developed to 
allow visualisation and manipulation of ships’ GAs. The numerical 
sizing is carried out in Excel (or any other tool capable of outputting the 
appropriate data), with any more detailed analysis needing to be carried 
out in sophisticated CASD tools, such as Paramarine. Moreover, using 
network analysis (Pawling et al., 2015) and 2D modelling, the Java-
Script toolset enables quick extraction of a range of spatial features, such 
as the extent of block adjacency. These additional geometric metrics can 
also then be used for innovative network-based layout analysis (Pawling 
et al., 2016). 

3.2. Modelling the operation of UXVs 

In order to produce an indicative UXV mothership design, it was 
necessary to investigate the overall UXVs operations required to operate 
a fleet of UXVs. Those revealed the necessary physical interfaces be-
tween the uninhabited assets and the mothership, while also suggesting 
non-intuitive improvements to the overall operations. The latter were 
taken into consideration in the mothership studies. The likely operations 
of a fleet of UXVs supported by a mothership was represented as a 
number of interconnected nodes, forming a network system shown in 
Fig. 2, where each node represents a task in the UXV operations. Some 
nodes relate to mothership characteristics (such as launch and recov-
ery), and others to the UXV capabilities, such as reliability. 

Analysis of the operation of a fleet of UXVs from a mothership was 
seen to need a novel quantitative approach. The method developed used 
Queuing Theory (QT), which is a mathematical representation of wait-
ing lines, i.e. queues, suitable for the modelling and analysis of certain 
systems (Robertazzi, 1994). QT has been used in Operations Research 
(OR) to determine the type and number of resources to be allocated to 
provide a specific service within certain time limitations (Hillier and 
Lieberman, 2001). QT has also been applied to various issues involving 
transport, airports, production lines, telecommunications and the 

internals of computers (Bhat, 2008). By providing a quantification of 
performance, QT can provide a ship designer with measures of effec-
tiveness of a potential UXV mothership, by indicating the ability of a 
given ship design option to support the operations of the ship’s UXV 
fleet. These metrics could then be used to compare the capabilities 
required to support a fleet of UXVs provided on various potential 
mothership solutions. 

QT can be adopted to represent any system where “customers” arrive 
looking for “service” of some kind and depart once the appropriate 
service has been provided. Such models can be constructed to predict 
performance measures appropriate to a queuing system, such as the 
queue length (i.e. number of customers waiting in the queue) and 
waiting time, which would also contribute to understanding the 
behaviour of such systems (Bhat, 2008). A simple queuing model can 
have two distinct elements: the waiting area and the service area, as is 
schematically shown in Fig. 3. Such a model may be used to represent a 
number of customers (i.e. UXVs) that arrive at a waiting area, where 
they queue up if all servers are busy. Such a conceptual model can be 
used to represent each task shown in Fig. 3, forming a network of 
queuing nodes. 

In a QT representation of a UXV mothership, the UXVs themselves 
are the “customers”, and the LARS can be considered resources that need 
to be allocated. Two key features of QT that led to its adoption were the 
short computation times and, most significantly, the high level of 
abstraction. This permitted a wide range of novel LARS, UXVs and even 
UXV tasks to be included in a common representation, through changing 
the numerical characteristics of the nodes. 

QT analysis can generate various numerical outputs and in this 
application these were divided into two broad categories; (i) informa-
tion on node performance and (ii) ship impact due to providing the 
necessary ship equipment, systems and resources to support such a fleet 
of uninhabited assets (i.e. space requirements and consequential moth-
ership size, layout and performance). 

(i) Node Performance: 

Fig. 1. The UCL Ship Design Tool’s “GA” component, showing the layout of a typical early stage design model for a UXV OPV study and a detail of the simplified 
arrangement (Pawling et al., 2017). 
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• Total time a UXV spent at a node (i.e. facility) requesting the 
appropriate service (e.g. LAR). This relates to the performance of the 
LARS adopted in a given ship installation; 

(ii) Ship impact:  

• Number of vehicles in a queue at a node as a measure of the space (i. 
e. waiting area) required in front of the facility that provides the 
service in question;  

• Number of servers, being a measure of the space required for the 
facilities (e.g. LARSs) that provide the appropriate service (e.g. LAR). 

The service rate of a node within a queuing network system could be 
improved by either allocating more servers of identical type (e.g. more 
LARS), or by employing faster servers (e.g. better LARS). The designer 
could explore the extent of necessary changes to the underperforming 
nodes, noting subsequent impacts on the mothership design. 

Based on such investigations, the ship designer could assess whether 
the performance of the selected network was satisfactory. Thus, the QT 
tool contributed to the decision-making process with regards to the 
mothership design in terms of the features needed for the mothership to 
deliver its primary functions, see Fig. 4. In general, smaller times spent 
at each node, along with high throughput values and low queue lengths, 
indicated a mothership design of enhanced ability to support the UXV 
fleet. Hence, by analysing a queuing network of UXV operations on a 
mothership, if the resulted network metrics quantifying the mothership 

Fig. 2. Representation of UXVs overall operations supported by a mothership as a network system.  

Fig. 3. Simple queuing model.  

Fig. 4. Decision making process through queuing network model.  
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capability to support those operations, is satisfactory then the relevant 
mothership design is accepted. Otherwise, the inputs to queuing 
network could be modified until the queuing network performance is 
acceptable. 

3.3. Applying the QT approach to mothership options 

Based on the broader UXV system activities shown in Fig. 2, the in-
teractions between the UXVs and mothership could be identified, as 
summarised in Fig. 5. 

For a dedicated UXV mothership, these interactions would likely be 
significant drivers of the ship design, ranging from high level topological 
decisions, such as the location of UXV “hangars”, through design im-
pacts of accommodating multiple LARS to specific performance features, 
e.g. seakeeping, to ensure low motions during launch and recovery. 

The QT demonstration of LAR capability was used as a proxy mea-
sure of the overall effectiveness of potential mothership concepts, i.e. 
the faster a fleet of UXVs can be launched and subsequently recovered 
on-board, then the more efficiently a mission should be executed. This 
focus was primarily to constrain the problem to that which could be 
assessed in a university research scenario, given limited technical in-
formation available and the rapid development of UXV technologies. 

The QT tool results were incorporated in the design of a mothership 
by modelling the performance of the relevant launching nodes and their 
implications on a mothership design. The following issues were 
considered for their impact on the configuration of the mission bays and 
thus on the overall mothership design: 

i. The implication of the number of UXVs for a given set of LAR fa-
cilities on a mothership or the implication of the number of LAR facilities 
for a given fleet of UXVs; 

ii. The implication of the type of LAR facilities for a given fleet of 
UXVs. Distinct types of LAR equipment provided assumed different LAR 
service time per vehicle, based on current data obtained from UXV 
manufacturers (Knight, 2012). Future LARSs are likely to be enhanced 
and more sophisticated LARSs would provide more specific (and 
improved) metrics. 

The QT tool was not used to analyse different UXV fleet compositions 
subject to various operational scenarios, although this could have been 
done to gain insight into how the design drivers (for ship and UXV LARS) 
would affect the design of potential UXV motherships. For the case 
studies described a particular fleet of UXVs was proposed. Thus, changes 
in the values adopted for the queuing network could reveal the likely 
impact on the mothership’s capability to support UXVs. Such changes 
might have resulted in further distinct mothership solutions, due to the 
implications regarding the required equipment, systems, spaces, asso-
ciated complement and on-board supporting services. 

Fig. 6 summarises the overall flow of information that would be 
expected in a study of UXV–mothership system capability. Thus infor-
mation would flow from the CONOPS to the QT model and then to the 
architectural model of the mothership, enabling the calculation of ship 
size and its UPC. The development of multiple options in each of the first 

three stages would allow a Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis 
(COEA) to be conducted. 

The arrows from QT and the DBBA represent two possible ap-
proaches: the use of the QT model to develop specifications for moth-
ership alternatives (as was done in this study); or the use of mothership 
designs to constrain the numerical characteristics for nodes in a QT 
analysis. The latter could have been used to drive LARS or even UXV 
development. 

CONOPS studies are typically conducted to define the payload 
required throughout a set of mission scenarios. For the purpose of 
demonstrating the proposed UXV mothership design approach a fleet of 
UXVs was proposed for potential mission scenarios. 

The QT network tool is a numerical approach that employs the Mean 
Value Analysis (MVA) algorithm for queuing networks without buffers, 
as described by Bose (2002). Analysing a proposed network of UXV 
operations supported by a mothership, the tool provides information 
regarding: i) the LAR capability (i.e. LAR duration) of the resulted 
mothership, and ii) mission bay and UXV-related ship facilities, as well 
as the incurred queuing demands that have to be considered in the 
mission bay configurations. 

The JavaScript UCL concept ship design tool that employs the DBB 
approach is then used to configure the mission bay arrangements and 
the overall disposition of the blocks resulting in the UXV mothership 
design, while also preforming basic architectural analyses, i.e. stability, 
powering. The resulted designs were costed using UCL UPC algorithms 
(UCL, 2014a). 

Finally, various UXV mothership options can be assesses against cost 
(UPC) and operational effectiveness (LAR capability) measures. The 
proposed UXV mothership design approach is presented in the USV case 
studies below. 

4. USV case study CONOPS and system modelling 

For the purpose of this study, a USV fleet package of some 60 vehicles 
was assumed, consisting of two distinct USV types, as shown in Table 1. 
Fleets composed of multiple vehicle types could have diverse capabil-
ities, but may also present distinct demands for mission bay systems and 
equipment, including LARSs. The large number of vehicles was specified 
to present a challenging requirement, contrasting with current ship 
designs featuring small numbers of UXVs. 

The wider system network analysed using the QT model is shown in 
Fig. 7, which is a modification of generic Fig. 2, with the input data for 
nodes shown in Table A1 in Appendix 1. This analysis gives the amount 
of space required around each shipboard node (e.g. LARS) in the form of 
queue length, which could be multiplied by the physical size of each 
relevant USV to determine area required. The USV related activities 
were divided into the following stages:  

1. The deployment of the USV fleet for a given mission scenario would 
start with positioning the stowed vehicles on board the mothership 
adjacent to the LAR positions, using internal handling systems (i.e. 
Stowage/handling node);  

2. Vehicles would be directed towards the LAR points (i.e. launch 
nodes), where final pre-mission checks would be performed, 
involving fuel-battery-ammunition levels checks and fault tracing, 
before launching them into the water;  

3. Once launched, the USVs transit towards the mission theatre (i.e. 
mission theatre nodes) where certain tasks would be performed ac-
cording to the appropriate CONOPs scenario;  

4. In case of a detected malfunction in the USVs control room on the 
mothership (i.e. malfunction at sea node) the affected vehicle(s) 
would abort the mission and (if possible) head back to the mother-
ship, where they would be intended to be recovered on-board for 
repairs, refuel/recharge and rearming (i.e. maintenance/refuelling 
and rearming nodes) and are then re-launched. Alternatively, if a 
repair by exchange policy was deemed appropriate, spare vehicles Fig. 5. Interactions in mothership and UXV fleet.  
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would be launched to replace defective ones. Generally, during 
peacetime, vehicles would be recovered on-board and stowed, where 
any necessary further vehicle repairs could be undertaken;  

5. Given that the installed energy and ammunition capacity of a USV is 
likely to be limited, it may be necessary for vehicles to be able to be 
refuelled and rearmed on-station (i.e. refuel and ordnance nodes);  

6. Once the operations at the mission theatre had been completed, the 
vehicles would return to the mothership to be recovered on-board at 
the LAR points (i.e. recovery nodes). Thereafter the vehicles would 
be stowed, while any ammunition replenished (unless directed en-
ergy weapons were employed);  

7. Once the vehicles completed their allocated activities, they would be 
recovered on-board and stowed. While stowed the vehicles are likely 

to require certain activities, including refuel/recharge, as well as 
exchange of any collected data/information with the mothership (i.e. 
through plug-ins, or without physical connections via wireless 
technology). 

5. USV mothership design case studies 

The approach shown in Fig. 6 was applied to three mothership case 
studies. The QT model was used in a comparative manner, with different 
LARS options being compared against a common USV fleet requirement. 
Metrics appropriate to operational effectiveness and ship requirements 
were extracted from the QT model, with concept level balanced ship 
designs then being developed and costed using Excel tools and the 
JavaScript layout tool. Costing of the potential mothership options was 
performed using the UCL ship costing procedure (UCL, 2014a). 

Fig. 8 summarises the Baseline and two variant designs. Design 
Variant 1 represented an incremental design change (i.e. enhancement 
of a single ship’s LAR capability). The effect investigated was to increase 
the number of LARSs fitted in a single mothership, by doubling the LAR 
capability through fitting four cranes in the amidships mission bay (i.e. 

Fig. 6. Information exchanged through the proposed UXV mothership design approach.  

Table 1 
Assumed USV characteristics for study.  

Vehicle Type No. Weight (te) Dimensions (L X B X D) (m) 

A (RHIB Type USV) 20 4.0 11.0 X 3.5 X 1.5 
B (USV) 40 1.7 5.60 X 2.05 X 2.05  

Fig 7. Queuing network modelling the mission bays integrated in the Baseline USV mothership design.  
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two port and two starboard cranes) and two ramps in the stern mission 
bay. In contrast, Design Variant 2 represented a step design change. The 
effect investigated was to distribute equally the fleet of USVs in two 
smaller identical mothership designs, each with the same LARSs as the 
Baseline ship. 

5.1. Baseline mothership design 

The principal particulars of the Baseline USV mothership design are 
described in Table 2, and Table 3 summarises the various craft carried by 
the mothership. In addition to these, a basic frigate-level self-defence 
and communications system was included. Fig. 9 shows the GA of the 
baseline mothership, colour coded by Functional Group; FLOAT func-
tional group in blue, MOVE functional group in yellow, FIGHT func-
tional group in red and INFRASTRUCTURE functional group in green. 
The baseline design featured two USV bays and ocean interfaces; one 
amidships in the superstructure, and one at the stern. The details of the 
GA beyond the USV features are extracted from Kouriampalis (2019), 
which needs to be consulted for completeness, which is beyond the main 
thrust of this paper. 

The service facilities associated with the proposed mission bay ar-
rangements are listed in Table 4, while the queuing spaces, resulting 
from modelling the network considered, are shown in Table 5. 

Two mission bay arrangements (i.e. amidships and stern) were pro-
posed, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11, based on the required number of USV 

spaces and allowances for equipment, personnel access, etc. 
The LAR capability for the Baseline mothership design was defined 

by the queuing network model in the form of the total time (i.e. actual 
service time plus queuing delay) required to deploy and retrieve the 
whole fleet of USVs, namely 20 USVs Type “A" operated from stern 
mission bay and 40 USVs Type “B" operated from amidships mission bay. 
This is summarised in Table 6. 

5.2. Mothership design variants 

Other than the LARS and UXV requirements, the design requirements 
for Variant 1 (increased LARS) were identical to those for the Baseline (i. 
e. defensive weapons, accommodation, etc.). Design Variant 2 had a 
smaller complement per ship due to the smaller number of UXVs. 
However, the duplication of defensive and auxiliary systems in a multi- 
ship approach conributed to the increased overall cost. Table 7 sum-
marises several comparative characteristics across the three ship de-
signs, including LARS and overall ship design characteristics. These are 
shown in absolute values and non-dimensionalised to the baseline 
mothership design. 

6. Discussion of results 

6.1. Analysis of the results of LAR capability and USV mothership 
configuration 

The resultant USV mothership Baseline design option was quite large 
relative to current USV carrying naval combatants. This was due to the 
substantial mission bay arrangements for such a fleet of USVs having to 
be integrated into a naval ship design. 

The overall beam of each USV mothership design was driven by the 
arrangement of the mission-oriented spaces. Additionally, the mission 
bay spaces were seen to drive the general configuration of the ship. It 
was observed that the disposition of the Fight and Move functional 
group elements (primarily USV bays and main machinery) were pri-
oritised, while the Infrastructure and Float functional groups had to 
meet typical naval standards, as did the overall ship. All contributed to 
the overall substantial USV mothership designs. 

6.1.1. First design variant 
Assessing the impact of increasing the number of the LARSs 

employed in the mission bay arrangements and the resulting USV 
mothership design, showed that the increase of these service facilities 
enhanced the deployment and retrieval of the prospective USV fleet for 
an assumed mission scenario. This first design variant gave an improved 
ship’s LAR capability, thus leading to a faster launching and recovering 
of the specified USV fleet. Design Variant “1′′ enabled concurrent LAR 
activities for the same size of USV fleet (when compared to the fleet 
operated from the Baseline USV mothership design), because of the 
increased number of LAR service facilities, which were able to be 
operated independently. 

The major ship design characteristics, namely displacement, 
enclosed volume, density and UPC were comparable for the USV 

Fig. 8. USV Mothership design case studies investigated.  

Table 2 
Baseline USV mothership design particulars.  

Mothership Major 
Characteristic 

Value 

Total Enclosed Volume 
(VG) 

64500m3 

Deep Displacement (ΔD) 12660te 
Light Displacement (ΔL) 8955te 
Waterline Length (Lwl) 162 m 
Overall Length (Loa) 170 m 
Waterline Beam (Bwl) 22 m 
Amidships Upper Deck 

Beam (BUD) 
31 m 

Amidships Deep Draught 
(T) 

5.9 m 

Amidships Hull Depth (D) 13.8 m 
Amidships Freeboard (F) 7.9 m 
Maximum Speed (kts) 25 
Cruise Speed (kts) 18 
Range 7500 nm at 18 kts 
Accommodation 200 (1 CO, 16 Officers, 23 CPOs, 28 POs, 132 JRs) 
Power Plant 4 x Rolls Royce B32: 40V12A2 generating sets of 5.3 

MW each and a single Rolls Royce MT30 gas turbine 
alternator (i.e. 30 MW)  

Table 3 
Total craft carried by the mothership.  

Inhabited Vehicles 

7 m standard navy RHIB 2 Ship boats-transport vehicle 
Westland Merlin helicopter 1 Helicopter for ASW 
UXVs 
Northrop Grumman MQ-8C 

Fire Scout (VTUAV) 
4 ISR, light attack role, C3 hub UAVs 

USV Type “A" - 11 m RHIB 20 Role: Subject to CONOPs (Broad 
operational assumptions) 

USVs 

USV Type “B" - 6 m 40 Role: Subject to CONOPs (Broad 
operational assumptions)  
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Fig. 9. Baseline USV mothership design internal arrangement produced using UCL JavaScript ship concept layout design tool [Kouriampalis, 2019].  
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Baseline Design and Design Variant “1" (Table 1). Despite the similarities 
in the overall ship design characteristics, the LAR capability perfor-
mances achieved in the Baseline design and the Design Variant “1′′ were 
noticeably different, as seen in Table 7. Although LAR overall capability 
in Design Variant “1′′ was improved by roughly 25%, when compared to 
the Baseline Design, through installing twice the number of LARSs, the 
overall ship impact was relatively small (Design Variant “1′′ UPC was 
1.0% less than that of Baseline Design). 

Although more LARSs were installed in Design Variant “1′′, the 
resultant mission bays were smaller than those of the Baseline Design, 
since the queuing spaces were decreased, which allowed the mission 

bays to be reconfigured. 
Moreover, it was observed that the integration of the appropriate 

mission-oriented spaces resulted in distinctly different mothership 
design configurations, illustrated in Figure A2.1 in Appendix 2. This was 
due to the integration of twice the number of LARSs, which meant (for 
Design Variant “1′′) different configurations of the mission bays and thus 
for the overall mothership arrangement, including the ship passageway 
arrangement and the arrangement of the crew accommodation spaces, 
compared to the Baseline. 

The amidships mission bay of Design Variant “1′′ was significantly 
reconfigured, since the need of queuing spaces ahead of the port and 
starboard crane based LARSs, was significantly reduced. Therefore, the 
spaces that were initially used for queuing in the amidships mission bay 
of the Baseline USV mothership design, could then be employed for 
stowage space, resulting in the reduced amidships mission bay config-
uration in Design Variant “1". Moreover, the resultant stern mission bay 
configuration of Design Variant “1′′ required no queuing space, resulting 
in a smaller stern mission bay arrangement than for the Baseline Design. 
This counter intuitive result shows that using the DBB ship synthesis 
approach over purely numerical sizing ensured a better means for initial 
ship sizing, certainly for such architecturally driven ships. 

Since the resultant stern mission bay arrangement fitted in Design 
Variant “1′′ was smaller in length, this readily enabled a double sided 
and athwartships passageway arrangement within comparable overall 
ship design characteristics (i.e. displacement, gross volume and overall 
length). This was considered plausible due to the space made available 
in Design Variant “1′′ through accommodating a smaller stern mission 
bay. It is noteworthy that the overall beams (i.e. 31 m) of both the 
Baseline Design and Design Variant “1′′ were driven by the size of the 
proposed mission bay arrangements. Given the maximum beam, a 
double sided and athwartships passageway arrangement might be 
desirable, in easing accessibility (i.e. enhanced routeability, given a 
degree of passageway redundancy) throughout the main access decks. 
However, this raised possible structural considerations arising from such 
an arrangement. Such issues, as the arrangement of openings (i.e. up-
takes, downtakes, hatches and other openings), would need to be 
addressed for longitudinal strength implications [Chalmers, 1993]. With 
the extensive stern mission bay integrated in the Baseline Design, a 
double passageway arrangement was likely to have resulted in a bigger 
ship. 

Given a smaller stern mission bay accommodated in Design Variant 
“1′′ than in the Baseline Design, a more flexible overall ship arrangement 
was possible with regards to the accommodation spaces. The available 
deck area, due to the shorter stern mission bay, meant the accommo-
dation spaces could be pushed further aft in the ship. This could prove to 
be a more attractive solution for laying out these JR accommodation 
spaces, given wave-induced ship motions are likely to be less in the 

Table 4 
Mission bay systems for the Baseline USV mothership design.  

Mission Bay 
Amidships Stern 
Stowage Area 
Stowage System 
Vehicles Type “B′′ Vehicles Type “A′′

Handling Systems 
LAR Area 
Side Cranage Systems Stern Ramp 

Winches 
Maintenance Area 
Storage (maintenance packs, toolboxes, spares, ready-use ammunition) 
Fuel Systems (pumps) 
Working Spaces 
Handling Systems  

Table 5 
On-board queuing effects at mission bays of the Baseline USV mothership design.  

Node Service Service Facility Mission 
Bay 

No. of Queuing Spaces 
Incurred 

System No. 

2 Launch Stern 
Ramp 

1 Stern 3 

3 Launch Side Crane 1 Amidships 7 
4 Launch Side Crane 1 Amidships 7  

Table 6 
Baseline USV mothership design’s LAR proxy operational effectiveness measure.  

Node LARS Vehicles to Serve Total Time (from network modelling) 

Launch Recovery 

2 Stern Ramp 20 47 min 76 min 
3 Side Crane 20 131 min 205 min 
4 Side Crane 20 131 min 205 min  

Table 7 
Comparison of LAR capability and overall ship design characteristics, including UPC, produced for the Baseline USV mothership design and its variants.  

LAR Capability (overalla) USV Mothership Designs 

Baseline Design Variant 1 CTB (%) Design Variant 2 CTB (%) 

AV NTB AV NTB  AV NTB  

Launch Time (min) Type A 47 1.00 40 0.85 − 0.15 22 0.47 − 0.53 
Type B 131 1.00 92 0.70 − 0.30 53 0.40 − 0.60 

Recovery Time (min) Type A 76 1.00 61 0.80 − 0.20 34 0.45 − 0.55 
Type B 205 1.00 125 0.61 − 0.39 76 0.37 − 0.63 

Displacement (Per Shipb) (te) 12660 1.00 12540 0.99 − 0.01 9860 0.78 − 0.22 
Gross Volume (Per Shipb) (m3) 64500 1.00 63260 0.98 − 0.02 48245 0.75 − 0.25 
Density (Per Ship2) (te/m3) 0.2 1.00 0.2 1.00 0.00 0.2 1.00 0.00 
UPC (£ m) Per Shipb 708 1.00 700 0.99 − 0.01 572 0.81 − 0.19 

Overalla NA NA NA NA NA 1144 1.62 0.62  

a Overall comparison refers to full fleet support, where in the case of Design Variant “2′′ the fleet is supported from the two identical USV motherships, i.e. overall 
LAR capability for Design Variant "2" is considered when the two ships operate concurrently, while the overall UPC for Design Variant "2" addresses the total cost for the 
two identical ships, where the fleet is distributed to. 

b Per ship capability refers to each ship’s characterisics. 
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central-aft portion of the ship than in the forward location of the ship. 
It was also observed that Design Variant “1′′ ought to achieve a 

noticeably better LAR capability (seen in Table 7), with an estimated 
cost (UPC) that is comparable to that of the Baseline USV mothership 
design. This comparison indicated that the LAR capability of the 
mothership could be noticeably improved for almost the same major 
ship design characteristics (ship displacement 1% smaller than that of 
Baseline) and assessed UPC. 

6.1.2. Second design variant 
The concept of splitting equally the assumed fleet of USVs between 

two identical smaller motherships, was considered as a plausible second 
alternative to the quite large and costly Baseline Design. Compared to 
the option of a single USV mothership design, two Design Variant “2′′

ships, shown in Figure A2.2 in Appendix 2, would provide the Force 

Command with better force redundancy, by distributing the USV fleet 
across two hulls. This would avoid a single hull lethality hit destroying 
the whole of the Force’s USV fleet’s capability or mitigating lesser 
damage states. 

The proposed measure of the mothership’s LAR capability for the 
assumed generic mission scenario was found to be significantly 
improved for Design Variant “2′′, when compared to the Baseline design. 
This was due to a more effective LAR arrangement for the given USV 
fleet. Such an overall LAR enhancement could have been expected, due 
to the decrease of the number of USVs operated from each of the Design 
Variant “2′′ vessels, since each one of them had two mission bays. In such 
a design option, the overall USV capability was maintained, but it was 
accommodated and independently supported by the two identical 
motherships. Furthermore, these two smaller motherships could inde-
pendently transit towards a potential theatre of operations and 

Fig. 10. Proposed amidships mission bay arrangement for the Baseline USV mothership design (see Fig. 8 for location on ship).  
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concurrently deploy their USV capability to meet that mission. 
The reduced mission bay size for the Design Variant “2′′ solution, 

consequent on a reduced number of USVs operated by each ship, plus the 
decrease in accommodation space for the lower crew numbers (given the 
reduction of USV fleet per ship and the smaller ship size), resulted in a 
noticeably smaller ship design solution than the Baseline option (i.e. 
25% smaller in gross volume and 22% smaller in displacement than the 
Baseline at a UPC 19% cheaper per ship). Hence, when compared to the 
Baseline design, the integration of the resultant mission-oriented ar-
rangements into the mothership design resulted in a ship design option 
with different major ship design characteristics and internal arrange-
ments. Design Variant “2′′ mission bays were reconfigured from those for 
the Baseline, based on the derived reduced stowage demands and the 
reduced queuing effects (70% less queuing demands in amidships 
mission bay for Design Variant “2′′ compared to the Baseline, plus 
needing a third fewer queuing spaces for the stern mission bay), giving 
smaller and noticeably different ship arrangements to those of the 
Baseline Design. This enabled the maximum beam requirement to be 
reduced to 26 m (from 31 m for the Baseline), which subsequently drove 
the overall beam of Design Variant “2" (i.e. maximum beam 16% smaller 
to that of the Baseline Design). The proposed GA of Design Variant “2′′, 
followed the generic deck plan arrangement adopted in both the Base-
line Design and Design Variant “1′′, i.e. double-bottom, two machinery 
decks, two main passageway decks and superstructure. 

Two vessels of Design Variant “2′′ could together achieve a signifi-
cantly enhanced LAR capability over the Baseline Design, since the two 

ships could simultaneously deploy and retrieve the fleet of USVs. 
However, the overall UPC to acquire the two smaller identical USV 
motherships was estimated to 62% greater than that for the single 
Baseline Design, consequent on procuring two ships and would have 
greater running costs. 

6.2. Review of the proposed UXV fleet mothership design approach 

The proposed UXV mothership design approach, i.e. combining the 
QT tool with the architectural-oriented ship design, provides a 
requirement driven approach to the design of a mothership for a fleet of 
UXVs. For mothership design studies such an approach could be 
employed in an actual Concept Phase in collaboration with mission 
specialists. Thus, various potential ship design solutions could be 
investigated in terms of technical feasibility and affordability, and result 
in refining the user requirements captured through a comprehensive 
requirements elucidation process (Andrews, 2018). 

Due to the immature nature of UXV technology, the mothership 
design case studies were a means to demonstrate the capabilities of the 
proposed evaluation approach to aid early work on a future concept of a 
fleet of UXVs, rather than the initiation of a full concept design. Since 
UXV technology continues to develop rapidly, the research aim was to 
scope the problem of a UXV fleet operational scenario supported by a 
mother vessel, while providing reasonable and believable results of 
varying the LARSs and mission bay features at high level. 

The purpose of this research was to devise a plausible approach for 

Fig. 11. Proposed stern mission bay arrangement for Baseline USV mothership design (see Fig. 9 for location on ship).  
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exploring the implications of deploying a fleet of UXVs on the design of a 
potential mothership, able to host many such autonomous assets on- 
board, deploy, recover and support their operations for typical naval 
missions. Thus, incremental and step design changes were undertaken to 
a sufficient level of detail appropriate to what might be considered Pre- 
Concept research. The research investigated major ship’s capabilities to 
accommodate and support a fleet of USVs, emphasising the impact of 
LARS on the design of a mothership, the proposed approach was broad- 
brush, and focused on USV operational impacts on the mission bay 
configurations and hence on the overall configuration of a potential USV 
mothership, while still producing (concept level) naval architecturally 
balanced ship designs. 

Given the driving ship design issue for such a mothership would be 
the deployment of a large number of USVs, recourse to a numerical and 
structured approach for assessing the impact of such operating condi-
tions was necessary. Network theory seemed to provide the basis of 
modelling the fleet of USVs when operated from a mothership, due to the 
set of tasks the USVs would undertake in a predefined sequence. This 
sequence could be assumed to meet a generic flow of activities in the 
order of: launch (i.e. mission initiation); mission activities and appro-
priate support during a mission scenario; and recovery (i.e. mission 
completion). Consequently, a network system of UXV-related activities 
was devised, where those activities taking place on-board the mother-
ship, including LAR operations, would be likely to significantly impact 
the design of a ship. This is because, the on-board ship support systems 
could be represented as the facilities providing an appropriate service to 
each USV, and thus queuing network theory was able to capture the 
relevant operational steps. Use of QT was possible due to the limited 
number of service facilities likely to be available on a ship and the large 
number of USVs to be processed through the deployment process. 
Additionally, the queuing network model was used to quantify a 
mothership’s LAR capability, as a proxy measure of the USV fleet’s 
mission effectiveness. This then provided a means to compare different 
mothership design options. With the addition of comparative UPC esti-
mates from the concept level balanced ship designs, it was possible to 
define some COEA like conclusions. 

Applying QT to network systems is a mathematical modelling 
approach that can be considered to approximate the behaviour of a real 
process. One alternative to QT in modelling network systems would be 
to use a simulation software package that would mimic the behaviour of 
the deployment/recovering of the fleet of UXVs more realistically than 
simple numerical models (such as the QT based approach explored). 
Simulations ought to provide more accurate representations of the 
process of deploying a fleet of UXVs from a surface ship, as well as 
providing further potential insights through (for example) animations. 
However, such simulation software would require detailed under-
standing of a yet to be developed use of a large number of disparate 
UXVs at sea. Currently it would probably still be preferable to adopt a 
combination of both numerical modelling and high-level simplified 
simulation techniques. This is because numerical modelling (such as 
provided by QT) enables an abstraction of the problem, revealing its 
underlying structure, and the cause and effect relationships inside the 
system. Consequently, at this very early stage investigation, the use of 
queuing network theory was seen to be more appropriate and sufficient 
when used with an early stage architecturally driven ship synthesis 
approach (e.g. the UCL DBB approach (Andrews, 2018)). 

The demonstrated combination of QT and the UCL DBB approach 
enabled exploration of both processes and the arrangements for 
handling different UXV-related aspects on-board a mothership. The QT 
tool could provide meaningful investigation into the impact of potential 
tasks to be undertaken by a fleet of UXVs, addressing the design of 
mission bays, which were shown to be key to such mothership design 
options. 

7. Conclusions 

7.1. General conclusions 

Overall, a new quantitative and structured approach was proposed 
and implemented to capture, at early stage design, the implications of 
rapidly deploying from and retrieving a fleet of UXVs to a new concept 
(mothership) surface vessel. This showed operating such a fleet of un-
inhabited vehicles resulted in large and costly naval vessels. 

It was demonstrated through the ship design case studies that the 
proposed approach was able to differentiate between different design 
options. This difference centred on the choice and use of the metrics 
extracted from the QT model, acting as measures of a UXV mothership’s 
capability, as well as assessing the impact of UXV operations on the 
mission bay arrangements. Thus, distinct mothership design options, in 
terms of size, configuration and performance, were produced by inte-
grating the various proposed mission bay arrangements into a new, 
overall ship design solution. The mothership options were assessed 
against what was considered to be meaningful criteria, which were met 
using the proposed design approach. Thus, ship UPC and LAR capability 
acted jointly as a proxy measure of operational cost effectiveness in the 
absence of direct mission performance indicators and fully costed pro-
curement and through life expenditure. Although specific down- 
selection methods were not considered as part of this research, COEA 
can be seen as a framework to assist such a decision-making process. 
Given the values were essentially indicative, the results could only be 
strictly considered on a comparative basis, when judging potential op-
tions. Furthermore, the latter should be seen as part of a wider explo-
ration of the available solution space (Andrews, 2018). 

The integration of the QT tool with a ship design tool was seen as 
providing the ship designer with insights into the space demands, from 
operating an assumed UXV fleet composition. Additionally, the number 
and types of on-board UXV facilities, the ship’s performance re-
quirements (i.e. S5 plus combat systems capability (Brown and Andrews, 
1980) and the appropriate configuration for a mothership to successfully 
carry on-board and support the operations of a given fleet of UXVs, were 
all broadly assessed. Furthermore, QT modelling was considered a 
reasonable means in assessing a UXV mothership’s capability by 
numerically indicating the operational effectiveness that can be ach-
ieved by the engagement of a potential UXV mothership in a generic 
mission scenario. Thus, believable and informative concept solutions, 
informing the impacts of future technologies, were considered to be 
demonstrated. 

7.2. Further work 

This broad exploration of a limited set of designs necessarily revealed 
several limitations, which emerged throughout the development, 
implementation and application of the proposed UXV mothership design 
approach in ESSD. Such aspects merit further investigation, in order to 
improve the proposed evaluation approach:  

• The JavaScript tool could be further developed to include modelling 
different hull types and important ESSD analyses, such as damage 
stability and seakeeping. A full concept phase would not just require 
further CONOPs, but also a comparative ship solution space explo-
ration (Andrews, 2018). This might well reveal unconventional or 
multi-hull configurations could provide cost-effective competing 
design styles.  

• In reality the duration of LAR activities per vehicle is likely to be 
affected by endogenous (i.e. human factor-related aspects, ship 
speed) and exogenous (i.e. sea state and headings-ship motions) 
factors. The Anglo-Dutch LAURA project has been investigating 
probabilistic methods for describing LAR operations, in order to 
quantify some of those factors (Knight, 2012). Such investigations 
are based on ESSD experience, simulations (i.e. seakeeping, model 
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testing), LAR research, probabilistic and risk-based design research, 
as well as feedback from operators involved in current UXV LAR 
operations. Thus, the proposed UXV mothership design evaluation 
approach could be used to interface with such insights. Such inves-
tigation should be able to inform the LAR service times per vehicle 
modelled in the proposed queuing network tool, since more realistic 
data/modelling would then be available, albeit for specific current 
vehicles.  

• Simulation techniques, although computationally more expensive, 
could provide a more accurate analysis of queuing networks. The 
proposed mothership design evaluation approach can be seen to 
provide an early investigation of the implications of a fleet of UXVs 
on the configuration of a mothership, since it allows a relatively fast 
(depending on the complexity of the network system under study) 
exploration and comparison of different mothership design options 
against a cost-LAR capability criteria. Favourable design options 
might then emerge through conducting comparative studies. These 
could then be explored using simulation techniques, providing more 
accurate results on the vehicles’ operations supported from the ship 
and keeping in step with UXV technologies for ‘fleet like’ operations. 

Despite the above issues, it is considered that the research presented 

here has shown how high level and generic information, resulting from 
numerical operating modelling techniques, can be integrated with the 
early and formative stages of designing complex, diverse and highly 
integrated engineering systems, such as future naval vessels. 
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Appendix 1 

Table A.1 
Description of the inputs to the nodes of the queuing network that models the mission bays of the Baseline USV mothership.  

Network Nodes 

Node Name Node 
Number 

Node Service Area 

Facility/Server Type Facility/Server Levels 
* 

Facility Service Time (min) 
* 

Stowage/Handling 1 Overhead Crane System - Trolley 6 5 
Launch 2 Stern Ramp 1 2 

3 Crane 1 4.5 
4 Crane 1 4.5 

Mission Theatre 5 Sea Space ∞ 180 
6 Sea Space ∞ 150 

Refuel and Ordnance On-Station 7 Refuel and Ordnance Hub Type 01 10 25 
8 Refuel and Ordnance Hub Type 02 10 15 

Malfunction at Sea 9 Sea Space ∞ 50 
Mission Theatre 10 Sea Space ∞ 100 

11 Sea Space ∞ 100 
Recovery 12 Stern Ramp 1 3 

13 Crane 1 6 
14 Crane 1 6 

Handling/Stowage 15 Overhead Crane System - Trolley 2 5 
16 Overhead Crane System - Trolley 4 5 

Maintenance/Refuelling and 
Rearming 

17 Ship Spaces - Complement - Service Facilities (e.g. Pump Type 
01) 

4 25 

18 Ship Spaces - Complement - Service Facilities (e.g. Pump Type 
02) 

8 20 

Handling/Stowage 19 Overhead Crane System - Trolley 2 5 
20 Overhead Crane System - Trolley 4 5 

*The values of the facility levels were speculative and based on the candidate’s engineering judgement, while the processing times were based on the broad speci-
fications resulted from relevant references and discussions with BAE Systems representatives. 
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Figure A1. Internal arrangement of mothership Design Variant “1′′ produced using UCL JavaScript concept ship layout design tool.  
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Figure A.2.2. Internal arrangement of mothership Design Variant “2′′ produced using UCL JavaScript concept ship layout design tool.  
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